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Path to fun!
PALM LAKE CARE Mt Warren Park’s Lifestyle Team is always coming up with 
fun and interesting ways to keep our residents active and engaged - and 
the team’s latest program is no exception! Meet the “Palm Lake Wanderers” 
walking group. This is a group of residents who meet every Monday to walk 
our beautiful walking track through Central Park. But, as Lifestyle Team 
Leader Leona Counsell explains, this isn’t any ordinary walking group...

“We are actually walking the ‘Presidential Pathway’ in Washington virtually,” 
Leona explains. “As a group, the residents are recording how far they are 
walking and the distance is then entered into an app and it maps out a path. 
Today, we started at the Thomas Jefferson memorial and walked to the 
Franklin Roosevelt memorial and learnt the history about these presidents 
and even visited them through street view! The residents loved being able 
to see on the map how far they walked and to have a look at the real-life 
monuments along the way.”

According to Leona, the activity triggered lots of memories our intrepid 
walkers had around the travelling they had done in the past. 

“We had 16 residents attend this first morning of the program and they are 
excited to see where else we can walk to,” Leona smiles. 

There’s no doubting the residents are also lapping up the sunshine on their 
skin and all the other wonderful benefits of being out in the great outdoors 
in such beautiful surroundings. 
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BEACH PARTY TIME BRINGS SMILES
The residents of Palm Lake Care Mt Warren Park were quite 
happy to let their hair down and come along to a beach party 
that we hosted in recent weeks. Not only was the community 
covered in a wonderful array of bright beachy colours and 
loads of beachy decorations, we enjoyed some delicious fish 
and chips for lunch, wrapped in paper of course! Yum! 

Pictured above: Senior Sergeant James Bromley visited 
us to do a presentation on crime prevention recently. 
Our Marjorie Lamprecht was keen to present James with 
a certificate and chocolates as a thankyou for coming in 
because Marjorie’s husband was a police officer in the 
Lowood district that James now runs. What a small world!

Pictured above: We had quite a ‘famous’ visitor recently. 
Yes, Elvis entered the Palm Lake Care building! While he 
may not have been the ‘real’ thing, this Elvis’s musical 
performance had our residents ‘all shook up’ and  
reminiscing about yesteryear. It was a wonderful in-house 
concert that was loved by all.  


